Introduction
at present. Recent DNA technology allows us to handle hundreds of thousands of genes simultaneously by The Human Genome Project (HGP) has now commicroarrays [3, 4] . Microarrays could be easy to recogpleted the determination of the 3 billion human genetic nize by imaging a large scale (over thousands) northern codes [1] . The goal of the HGP is at least 5-fold:
or southern blot analysis. Thousands of cDNAs or (i) providing the complete human DNA sequence; synthetic oligonucleotides are fixed on small mem-(ii) identification of sequence variation of the human branes, silica wafers or glass slides at high density for genome (single nucleotide polymorphism; SNPs) [2] ; hybridization to either fluorescent or radiolabelled (iii) development of functional genomics; (iv) comparaprobes. The changes in gene activity can be detected tive genomics among species; and (v) development of by the intensity of the hybridization signals. bioinformatics and computational biology. The HGP When using microarray to compare the expression has a profound impact on the scientific research of of genes in several conditions, a considerable numbers biological science. The cDNA cloning is done by of genes would be shown up as potential targets for computer and the analysis of gene expression can be analyses. The dynamic alteration of the clustering done by gene tips. Even positional cloning could be genes in concert would provide us with clues to underdone by computer in the very near future. Individual standing the emerging cellular function, which cannot medicine will develop and the patient will be treated be imaged by investigation of a single gene [5, 6 ] . by tailor-made therapy because the human genome There are several shortcomings of the microarray variation such as SNPs will tell us the susceptibility to assay. It needs a relatively large amount of RNA, the disease and will result in the subclassification of especially for preparing fluorescent probes [7] . The the disease. In the last decade, we have been focusing sensitivity of the detection of the gene is not very high. on the structural analysis of the human genome, and
In our experience, a 50% difference is required to our current question is what the physical structure of determine the difference in quality decisively. the genome. However, our main research interest is Because special and expensive hardware is required moving to the function of the genome as a postto prepare microarrays, such as robotic printing of a genome project. The function of the gene will become large number of templates, scanning devices and imagea central issue in a few years, and one will ask what processing tools [8, 9] , it is difficult for individual the genome does in the cell or in the body. A promising researchers to apply this technique in their own laboratstrategy to image the change in large-scale of gene ories. It becomes easier to access these techniques expression is the microarray or DNA chip and computational analysis. This review looks at the state of because several kinds of arrays have recently become microarray and also raises the problems we have to available commercially [10] . However, the cost of face today.
the DNA chip is still too expensive for personal use at present. It should be kept in mind that many of the sequences
Status of microarray assay and its limitations
in microarrays came from expressed sequence tag ( EST ) clusters, most of whose functions were unknown, leading researchers to perform additional Comprehensive knowledge of the whole genome intensive experiments to characterize several target sequence will make feasible the analysis of the expression of all genes in response to various physiological genes. Improvement in bioinformatics is essential for or pathological conditions. In mammals, the genome analysis of genes using the microarray assay. At encodes~100 000 genes. Analysis of the expression of present, individual researchers independently rely on genetic information from private institutions and Correspondence and offprint requests to: Enyu Imai, MD, Department public resources from the NIH. These bioinformatics of Internal Medicine and Therapeutics, Osaka University Graduate appear to be incomplete and should be integrated in School of Medicine (A8), 2-2 Yamadaoka, Suita, Osaka 565-0871, Japan.
order to provide the complete genetic information. progression of renal diseases. New methods described Application of microarray to the study of above may be useful to monitor differential patterns nephrology of the expression of thousands of genes in the normal The information concerning large-scale gene expression kidney vs various renal disease conditions, or developcould be used not only to determine those genes that mental stages. When those techniques are used to may play important roles in renal function, but also analyse experimental models of genetically modified animals such as a mouse strain, genes would be to identify genes related to the initial insult or the organized according to their possible functions and be collected systematically, e.g. the construction of an array database [12] concerning renal diseases. expression patterns, without considering the genetic diversity found in the human. Accumulation of gene expression profiling data in various pathological condi-Conclusions tions may illuminate the key transcripts for the diseases. Because most mouse genes are considered to The progress of genome projects and the rapid expanhave human counterparts, it may be easy to apply the sion of databases for genetic bioinformatics will open results obtained from experimental model to human up a new research field, along with innovative new diseases. The mechanisms of the progression of kidney technologies, which will allow us to analyse large-scale diseases have remained unresolved as a central issue gene expression. We may see a new fundamental movein nephrology.
ment of cells by analysis of dynamic changes of clusters The massive proteinuria, which results in an intrinsic of genes, which may not be recognized by the renal toxicity, provokes renal fibrosis, finally leading observation of change of expression of a single gene. to the deterioration of kidney function [11] . To study the mechanisms of renal proteinuria, we investigated References a mouse model of protein overload proteinuria by microarray assay. A schematic diagram of the microar-1. Collins SC, Patrinos A, Jordan E, Chakravarti A, Gesteland R, ray assay is shown in Figure 1 . A total of 18 000 kinds Walters L and the members of the DOE and NIH planning group. New goals for the U.S. Human Genome Project: of duplicated genes were analysed using mRNA isol- 1998 -2003 . Science 1998 282: 682-689 ated from kidneys on days 0, 7 and 21 after protein 1998; 20: 19-23 final goals, more comprehensive information should
